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ew cities effortlessly blend history and modernity quite like Vienna. The
Austrian capital is a treasure trove of historical buildings, fine art and classical
music heritage, and its efforts in wellness and sustainability have earned it the

title of the “most livable city in the world,” according to the Economist Intelligence
Unit's Global Liveability Index. There is no shortage of discoveries to be made here,
from world-renowned museums to local wines and decadent desserts (like the Imperial
Torte at Café Imperial Wien). The best hotels in Vienna are reflective of that same
cultural variety, showcasing the city’s many charms in their décor, architecture and
cuisine.

Luxury travelers interested in the city’s opulent past will appreciate the grande dame
Hotel Imperial in the historic first district (Innere Stadt), while design lovers looking to
explore independent galleries, boutiques, and cool cocktail bars might prefer Hotel
Motto in the trendy neighborhood of Mariahilf. Right across from the Albertina
Museum, The Guesthouse Vienna has long been considered one of the city’s best
boutique hotels, and splashy newcomer Rosewood Vienna has an enviable location just
steps from iconic sights like the St. Stephan’s Cathedral. Below, our selections for the
best hotels in Vienna in 2024 for every type of trip.

Best High-End Hotel In Vienna: Hotel Imperial

Hotel Imperial

Reserve At Booking.com

Hotel Imperial isn’t just one of Vienna’s best luxury hotels, it's an institution in and of
itself. The property was built as a palace on Ringstrasse (Ring road) for Duke Philipp of
Wurttemberg and his wife, Archduchess Marie Therese, before it was converted into a
luxury hotel in 1873—just in time for the World’s Fair. Over the years, the landmark has
hosted almost every head of state and celebrity imaginable, from Queen Elizabeth II to
Charlie Chaplin. Thanks to the preservation of its elaborate details like the Royal
Staircase, crystal chandeliers, and carved statues, a stay here truly feels like stepping
back in time.

The property’s 138 rooms and suites range in size and grandeur, but for a truly dazzling
stay, book a suite—some of which boast bi-level layouts and balconies overlooking the
city. The Royal Suite is the most stately, with 23-foot ceilings and perks like butler
service and a free-flowing minibar. Programming like Champagne breakfast buffets,
afternoon tea, and Friday jazz nights make the hotel a magnet for locals and travelers
alike. Even if you don’t stay here, you’ll want to swing by Café Imperial Wien to try the
Imperial Torte, a rich chocolate cake made with a secret recipe as old as the hotel itself.

Best Boutique Hotel In Vienna: The
Guesthouse Vienna

The Guesthouse Vienna

Reserve At Booking.com

Featuring 39 cozy yet sophisticated rooms outfitted with midcentury modern furniture
by Austrian designers, The Guesthouse Vienna is one of the city’s most inviting boutique
hotels. Its interiors exude homey elegance, with comfy window nooks overlooking the
Vienna State Opera, large couches, and in-room libraries. Once you settle in, you’ll
quickly realize the immaculate attention to detail invested into every amenity—from the
locally made hypoallergenic mattresses and bedding to the organic cosmetics to enjoy in
the large rain shower or bathtub.

A complimentary minibar includes soft drinks, beer, and four bottles of Austrian wine
to enjoy after a day of exploring. The walls are decorated with artwork from Los
Angeles-based Austrian photographer Wolfgang Zac, and those seeking more arts and
culture don’t have to go far. Across the street, you’ll find the Albertina Museum, and
many of the city’s other top sights are just a five-minute walk away. Don’t miss the
delicious on-site brasserie and bakery, which offers a fantastic breakfast with made-in-
house bread and products from local farms and producers.

Best Hotel For Romance In Vienna: Hotel
Sacher Wien

Hotel Sacher Wien

Reserve At Booking.com

The centuries-old café in Hotel Sacher Wien is a popular stop for anyone wanting to
taste the original chocolatey Sachertorte filled with apricot jam. But for couples looking
to take their aphrodisiacal experience to the next level, the hotel’s 152 rooms and suites
are among the city’s most romantic. The property blends old-world details like crystal
chandeliers with high-tech innovations like televisions built into the mirrors, making it
ideal for those looking for a fairy-tale stay with modern comforts.

For couples, the property’s Sacher Love package includes a bottle of Champagne, a
romantic flower bouquet, breakfast in bed, flexible check-in and check-out times, and a
guaranteed upgrade, which may land you in one of the palatial suites with views over
Vienna. If you can tear yourself away from the plush bed, go on a horse-drawn carriage
tour around town while sipping bubbly and taking in the sights, or get tickets for the
Vienna State Opera across the street from the hotel. Several on-site bars and restaurants
offer intimate places to grab a cocktail or a bite between all the fun.

Best Hotel For Design Lovers In Vienna: Hotel
Motto

Hotel Motto

Reserve At Booking.com

Contemporary Vienna meets Art Deco-era Paris at Hotel Motto, a boutique design hotel
in the city’s trendy 6th district. Every detail, from the floral staff uniforms by Austrian
designer Lena Hoschek to the tile flooring, lends itself to the whimsical atmosphere that
feels straight out of a Wes Anderson film. The hotel enlisted Vienna-based architect
Arkan Zeytinoglu for the interiors, which feature Art Nouveau-style mirrors and brass
finishes, arts-and-crafts textiles, and period furniture (some of which is from the Ritz
Hotel in Paris).

Occupying a historic building that was once a gathering place for painters, poets, and
musicians, the property’s creative roots are honored through collaborations with
international artists. Throughout the space, you’ll find murals by Italian illustrator
Andrea Ferolla, images by Mexican photographer Victoria Barmak, and graffiti-style
quotes by Vienna-based artist Sasha Knezevic. Each of the 85 cozy guestrooms has its
charms but upgrade to one of the six suites (some of which have free-standing bathtubs
and balconies) if you’re craving more space.

Best Spa And Wellness Hotel In Vienna: Park
Hyatt Vienna

Park Hyatt Vienna

Reserve At Booking.com

Occupying a former bank in the city’s high-end shopping district, Park Hyatt Vienna
might not be an obvious choice for wellness seekers. But once you step into its serene
spa, located in the bank’s old vault that once stored gold and riches, you’ll quickly feel
all your stresses melt away. The subterranean space features a nearly 50-foot swimming
pool, steam bath, sauna, well-equipped gym, and relaxation zones. And those looking
for further pampering can enjoy an impressive menu of treatments—from gold-infused
body scrubs and hydrafacials to a couple’s massage and bath in the romantic Twinity
Spa Suite.

While children are allowed in the pool between 11 a.m. and 6 p.m., the spa is adults-only
outside of that period, ensuring grown-ups can enjoy a tranquil environment during
their stay. The spa’s serene atmosphere extends to the property’s 146 spacious rooms
and suites, all designed with a soothing color palette, large marble bathrooms and
cloud-like beds that promote a good night’s sleep. Start your day slow with breakfast in
the property’s historic cashier hall, which now serves as an atmospheric restaurant.

Best Value Hotel In Vienna: Hotel Indigo
Vienna Naschmarkt

Hotel Indigo Vienna Naschmarkt

Reserve At Booking.com

Situated in Vienna’s leafy and laidback 5th district, Hotel Indigo Vienna Naschmarkt
offers a sleek base for urban explorations. The 158 guestrooms are well-equipped with
all the amenities one needs for a comfortable stay, and many of the rooms have terraces
overlooking the plant-filled courtyard. A variety of design-forward common areas,
including a restaurant and meeting rooms, offer ample space to get work done or grab a
bite or drink between outings. Steps from the hotel is the trendy Naschmarkt, which
boasts more than 100 stands and restaurants offering everything from from Viennese to
Vietnamese food, as well as a popular flea market on Saturdays. Beyond it, Margareten
is home to a variety of other up-and-coming restaurants and artisan boutiques, which
you can easily spend an entire day exploring. Those wanting to hit Vienna’s major sites
aren’t far from the main attractions either. A 30-minute walk or 10-minute U-Bahn ride
will bring you to the city center; the hotel is located right beside the underground
station, making getting around even easier.

Best High-End Hotel In Vienna: Hotel Imperial

Best Boutique Hotel In Vienna: The Guesthouse Vienna

Best Hotel For Romance In Vienna: Hotel Sacher Wien

Best Hotel For Design Lovers In Vienna: Hotel Motto

Best Spa And Wellness Hotel In Vienna: Park Hyatt Vienna

Best Value Hotel In Vienna: Hotel Indigo Vienna Naschmarkt

Hotel With The Best Location In Vienna: Rosewood Vienna

Hotel With The Best Amenities In Vienna: Hotel Sans Souci Wien

Best Hotel For Families In Vienna: Hotel König Von Ungarn

Hotel With The Best Views In Vienna: SO/ Vienna

Thanks to the preservation of its elaborate details like the Royal Staircase, crystal chandeliers, and carved statues, a stay here feels like stepping back in time. MATTHIAS HAMEL

Who Will Love It: Luxury travelers looking for the royal treatment
All-Star Amenities: Butler service; private balconies with city views;
24-hour room service; pet-friendly amenities; turndown service
What Not To Miss: The hotel’s Michelin-starred restaurant, Opus
Location: Innere Stadt

The interiors exude homey elegance, with comfy window nooks overlooking the Vienna State Opera, large couches, and in-room libraries. THE GUESTHOUSE VIENNA

Who Will Love It: Design lovers seeking a stylish hotel with excellent
amenities
All-Star Amenities: Minibar with complimentary bottles of Austrian
wine; Jura espresso machines with local Naber coffee; Wolfgang
Lederhaas bath products
What Not To Miss: The bread from the hotel’s in-house bakery
Location: Innere Stadt

For couples looking to take their aphrodisiacal experience to the next level, the hotel’s 152 rooms and suites are among the city’s most romantic. HOTEL SACHER WIEN

Who Will Love It: Couples looking for a glamorous stay to
complement a night at the opera
All-Star Amenities: Free non-alcoholic minibar; marble bathrooms
with heated floors; separate tubs and showers; spa with steam
room and sauna
What Not To Miss: A nightcap in the sultry Blaue Bar
Location: Innere Stadt

The hotel enlisted Vienna-based architect Arkan Zeytinoglu for the interiors, which feature Art Nouveau-style mirrors and brass finishes, arts-and-crafts textiles, and period furniture. OLIVER JISZDA

Who Will Love It: Young creatives looking to explore Vienna’s
contemporary side
All-Star Amenities: Organic toiletries from Viennese brand Saint
Charles; Roberts vintage radios; minibars with cocktail-making
facilities; wellness area with a gym, steam bath, and sauna
What Not To Miss: The on-site bakery, restaurant, and rooftop
terrace
Location: Mariahilf

The serene atmosphere extends to spacious rooms and suites, designed with a soothing color palette, large marble bathrooms, and cloud-like beds. PARK HYATT VIENNA

Who Will Love It: Travelers looking to bookend their days with
swims and spa treatments
All-Star Amenities: Marble bathrooms; walk-in closets; spa with a
pool, Finnish sauna, steam bath, and relaxation zones; 24-hour
fitness center with personal training sessions
What Not To Miss: Sunday brunch in the Bank Brasserie & Bar
Location: Innere Stadt

A variety of design-forward common areas, including a restaurant and meeting rooms, offer ample space to get work done or grab a bite or drink between outings. HOTEL INDIGO VIENNA NASCHMARKT

Who Will Love It: Budget travelers seeking a comfortable stay in an
up-and-coming neighborhood
All-Star Amenities: Walk-in showers; private balconies; in-room tea
and coffee-making facilities; fitness center; meeting rooms
What Not To Miss: The many restaurants in the nearby Naschmarkt
Location: Margareten
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Hotel With The Best Location In Vienna:
Rosewood Vienna

Rosewood Vienna

Reserve At Booking.com

Set in a meticulously restored 19th-century building where Mozart once lived,
Rosewood Vienna immerses guests in the heart of the City of Music. The neoclassical
landmark enjoys a prime location on Petersplatz, a lively square dominated by St.
Peter’s Cathedral, musicians, horse-drawn carriages and shoppers. While you’ll
appreciate being a stone’s throw away from all of the top sights, you’ll also appreciate
the hotel’s peaceful atmosphere when you need a reprieve. The lobby lounge, with its tea
salon and hand-painted murals inspired by Vienna’s botanical gardens, instantly
provides a sense of harmony. Inside the 100 rooms and suites, you’ll find Art Nouveau-
style furniture upholstered in heritage fabrics, parquet flooring, and designer lighting.
The 1,916-square-foot presidential suite is particularly impressive, with a balcony
overlooking Petersplatz. For even more views and tranquility, head to the Asaya Spa,
which unfolds under archways across the fifth and sixth floors, or the rooftop terrace,
where you can appreciate the dome of St. Peter’s Church with a cocktail.

Hotel With The Best Amenities In Vienna:
Hotel Sans Souci Wien

Hotel Sans Souci Wien

Reserve At Expedia

Neighboring the Museums Quartier, where you’ll find many of Vienna’s best art
galleries, Hotel Sans Souci Wien is ideal for art lovers looking for a bit of pampering.
The boutique hotel tastefully blends baroque-inspired decor with pop art inside its 63
rooms, which range from cozy rooms to luxurious suites to long-stay apartments.
Inside, you’ll find thoughtful touches like mirror screens, rain showers, heated floors,
Bluetooth speakers from Bang & Olufsen, and hypoallergenic bedding. But the real
delight is the extra amenities and services you don’t typically find at other hotels in
Vienna, like the unlimited in-room coffee service (oat milk lattes included). Equally
treasured is the indoor spa, complete with a swimming pool, steam bath, saunas and
relaxation areas. Days start on an indulgent note with a complimentary Champagne
breakfast buffet with bubbly and locally sourced goodies in the on-site Veranda
Restaurant. If you’re still thirsty, a dedicated Champagne bar offers specialty tastings.

Best Hotel For Families In Vienna: Hotel König
Von Ungarn

Hotel König Von Ungarn

Reserve At Booking.com

Dating back to the 1700s, Hotel König von Ungarn is one of the oldest hotels in Vienna.
While the property has held onto its traditional charm—many of the rooms have a
traditional Austrian aesthetic—it’s also become a convenient spot for families seeking a
comfortable and affordable stay. The building was once a guest house for visiting church
dignitaries, so many of the 44 rooms and suites feel more like apartments centered
around a peaceful inner courtyard. Families will want to book the maisonettes, which
can accommodate up to four guests across two floors—the spacious layout features a
bathroom on each floor and several armchairs and sofas. For even more space (and
views), check into the modern glass-encased penthouse loft, which has a large terrace
overlooking the city. Those with strollers or kids in tow will appreciate the hotel’s
central location just steps away from the old town and the underground station, as well
as the option to enjoy breakfast in their room at no additional cost.

Hotel With The Best Views In Vienna: SO/
Vienna

SO/ Vienna

Reserve At Booking.com

Overlooking the city and  Danube river, the sleek glass tower of SO/ Vienna offers a view
unlike any other hotel in Vienna. The building, designed by French architect Jean
Nouvel, stands like a futuristic sculpture in contrast to the city’s more traditional
edifices. The interiors of the 182 rooms are minimal and monochrome, allowing the
impressive vistas to shine. Some rooms face the inner city’s landmarks (St. Stephens
Cathedral included), while others overlook the  Viennese Giant Ferris Wheel. For 360-
degree panoramas, head to the 18th-floor restaurant and bar, Das Loft, for breakfast or
sunset cocktails during golden hour. The eatery sits under a canopy of colorful LED
lights designed by Swiss video artist Pipilotti Rist—a vibrant offset to the stark
architecture. Situated in the bohemian 2nd district, the hotel is just a 10-minute walk
from the hustle and bustle of the old town but also offers direct access to Donaukanal, a
riverside promenade that comes alive in the summertime.

About Julia Eskins, Your Vienna Guide
I have been writing and editing travel and lifestyle content for over a decade, with a
focus on luxury hotels, innovative sustainability initiatives, and immersive cultural and
wellness experiences. Along the way, I have explored over 50 countries, lived in five
(Canada, Portugal, Finland, Germany, and Mexico), and stayed at hundreds of hotels
and resorts, including many all-inclusives. No matter where I go, I'll always track down
the best cup of coffee, sunset viewpoint, and local vegetarian restaurants. In addition to
Forbes Vetted, my travel guides, reviews, and feature stories have also appeared in
Condé Nast Traveler, National Geographic, Travel + Leisure, Vogue, Bloomberg
Pursuits, Lonely Planet, Time, The Globe and Mail, Afar, Elle Canada, BBC Travel,
Architectural Digest, and more.

Forbes Vetted Travel: Smooth travels with Vetted's weekly roundup of the best travel
essentials, hotels and deals.
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The lobby lounge, with its tea salon and hand-painted murals inspired by Vienna’s botanical gardens, instantly provides a sense of harmony. ROSEWOOD VIENNA

Who Will Love It: Luxury travelers looking for a sumptuous stay in
the heart of it all
All-Star Amenities: Complimentary house car; Dyson hair dryers;
butler service; 24-hour room service; spa with sauna and steam
bath
What Not To Miss: The speakeasy-inspired rooftop bar
Location: Innere Stadt

The real delight is the extra amenities and services you don’t typically find at hotels in Vienna, like the unlimited in-room coffee service (oat milk lattes included). HOTEL SANS SOUCI WIEN

Who Will Love It: Travelers who love Champagne and art
All-Star Amenities: Complimentary Champagne breakfast; spa
with a 65-foot lap pool and saunas; 24/7 coffee service including
lattes, macchiatos and more
What Not To Miss: The Champagne bar
Location: Leopoldstadt

Many of the 44 rooms and suites feel more like apartments centered around a peaceful inner courtyard. HOTEL KÖNIG VON UNGARN

Who Will Love It: Families seeking a large, centrally located
property with suites
All-Star Amenities: Private balconies and terraces; in-room tea
and coffee-making facilities
What Not To Miss: The excellent breakfast buffet
Location: Innere Stadt

The eatery sits under a canopy of colorful LED lights designed by Swiss video artist Pipilotti Rist—a vibrant offset to the stark architecture. SO/ VIENNA

Who Will Love It: Travelers looking for a riverside respite with city
views
All-Star Amenities: Complimentary alcohol-free minibar; Bose
sound systems; rain showers; deep-soaking tubs
What Not To Miss: The panoramic spa with a sauna and jacuzzis
Location: Leopoldstadt
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I cover the business of sports

0 Feb 10, 2024, 08:00am EST

W e’re just a day away from Super Bowl LVIII between the Kansas City Chiefs
and the San Francisco 49ers, with kickoff set for 6:30 p.m. Eastern on
Sunday. The teams faced off for the championship four years ago, and the

49ers will be seeking revenge—and their first title in 29 years. The Chiefs, meanwhile,
have reached this point for the fourth time in five years and are seeking their third Vince
Lombardi Trophy in that span—which would make them an almost peerless dynasty.

Here’s what you need to know ahead of the big game.

The Matchup

The game pits the $6 billion 49ers against the $4.3 billion Chiefs. In the owners’ box,
Kansas City has the financial advantage, with the Hunts ranking among America’s
richest families. Both ownership groups, though, featured on our recent list of the
world’s most valuable sports empires.

Sin City? More like Win City. Hosting the Super Bowl is just the latest victory in Las
Vegas’ unlikely rise from sports betting capital to sports capital period. One former
mayor has been saying the game is the biggest event in the city’s history.

This is the first Super Bowl powered by renewable energy, and the NFL says it is taking
sustainability seriously.

The Teams

The vaunted Chiefs offense scuffled for much of the regular season but came alive in the
playoffs by using more three-tight-end formations. Quarterback Patrick Mahomes, who
shares a unique bond with Super Bowl announcer Tony Romo, rightfully gets the
headlines, but Kansas City’s run defense could determine the game’s outcome. One
thing the Chiefs have going for them: They have never lost at Allegiant Stadium.

The 49ers are seeking some of their old Super Bowl magic. One former San Francisco
quarterback believes in Brock Purdy, as do collectors, who have been snapping up his
cards. Purdy’s teammate Charvarius Ward spent four seasons with the Chiefs—“they
just didn’t have enough money to compensate me,” he says now.

The Spectacle

In addition to the flashy activations and commercials, brands have spent millions on
Super Bowl marketing that fans will never see. In a different kind of marketing effort,
Mattel MAT +0.9%  has brought back Super Bowl-themed Barbies, and five alcohol brands
have put on creative and interactive engagements.

As is custom in the NFL, Usher won’t be paid for the halftime show—but there are other
benefits to performing. He’s teased a few details about his set, and the game will feature
performances by other artists including Reba McEntire and Post Malone.

The game will be televised live in roughly 190 countries and territories and in nearly 25
languages, with CBS deploying 165 cameras. (Here are more numbers to know about the
game.) With U.S. broadcasts posting strong numbers throughout the playoffs, Sunday’s
showdown could top last year’s record viewership of 115 million, thanks in part to
interest being driven by sports betting and, yes, Taylor Swift. (And if you need an
explanation of the conspiracy theory around the singer, well, here you go.)

The Taira family has built a $2 billion fortune baking King’s Hawaiian rolls and thinks
the Super Bowl can drive future growth. Americans are expected to spend $17.3 billion
on food, drinks, apparel, party decorations and other categories for this year’s big game,
but shoppers are also becoming more cost-conscious at the supermarket. Here are a few
food items that are actually cheaper than they were last year. And if you need help
planning the menu for your party, check out these cocktails, stress-free snacks, and beer
and food pairings—plus a drink pick from Taylor Swift.

The Ads

Thirty-second commercials reportedly cost an average of $7 million this year, but that
doesn’t reflect the true cost for many brands. So is it worth it? Well … that depends. But
neuroscience suggests that some 90-second ads are a waste. (One survey offers insights
for marketers.)

Some of Hollywood’s biggest stars—and possibly Beyoncé—will appear in the ads. In
fact, more than half of the spots will feature celebrities. Iconic imagery can work, too.

So who will be advertising? Watch for commercials for beauty brands (including E.l.f.)
as well as—strangely—Jesus. Google GOOG -0.4%  is making a powerful statement with a
blind director while Nerds candy is banking on cross-generational appeal. AI, though,
doesn’t seem like it will be a focus.

Miller Lite came up with a clever digital campaign that also has an in-stadium
component. But some other ads are already falling short, and Uber Eats has incited
controversy. Bud Light, meanwhile, is still trying to win back old customers.

The Bets

The American Gaming Association is projecting record betting volume on the game this
year. Las Vegas is making the most of it.

Some offshore sportsbooks will let you bet on whether Taylor Swift will perform
alongside Usher. Take it from the man behind some of the biggest halftime shows ever:
“She’s not going to do anything beyond watch the game.” (There are plenty more prop
bets available, of course. Check out these betting tips and trends.)

Sportsbooks are already taking bets on who will win next year’s Super Bowl.

The Last Word

“That was my whole thing behind it: I want to create a vibe. I want to
create an atmosphere. I want to get that juice going.” — Nick Kray,
former 49ers chief of staff

The 49ers have entered the field the same way for every game since 2017: alongside a
team staffer holding a massive, blasting boombox. Here’s how the pregame party
became a ritual.

Follow me on Twitter or LinkedIn. Send me a secure tip. 
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